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Chapter DOC 326

APPENDIX

Note : DOC 326.02. DOC 32602 states the purposes of leave for quali-
fied inmates, Selected inmates are allowed unescorted leave only for serious
illness in the immediate family, death of'a close family member, for employ-
ment interviews or medical purposes, or to facilitate family reintegration
and stability as provided under s. 303068, Stats ., Leaves are considered a
privilege, not a xight . They provide an incentive for inmates to exhibit
appropriate behavior in the institution., Leaves for the purpose of family
reintegration provide a special incentive for inmates ,

Allowing selected inmates unescorted leave is consistent with the coxrec-
tional goal of eventual reassimilation of the offender into the community . A .
conditional exposure to life outside an institution for an inmate who does
not pose a threat to the public is beneficial as a means of preparing an
inmate for life outside a structured prison environment .

Leave for qualified inmates has direct and immediate benefits . Permit-
ting an inmate to visit a seriously ill relative or attend a funeral is impor-
tant in maintaining family ties . The inmate can be with the family in these
most difficult periods, can show his or her concern for the family, and can
share the burden that frequently accompanies illness or death in a family .
It stxengthens family ties, helps the inmate work through feelings of pain
and sorrow, and assists in the inmate's adjustment in the institution and
after release., Leave is also granted to promote family stability and the
reintegration of the inmate into the family ., In some cases a person who is
not the natural parent has actually raised the inmate, .

Ch DOC 326 and s . 303 068, Stats , allow leave for an inmate to contact
a prospective employer. This contact away from the institution and staff'
enables an inmate to experience independent responsibility prior to release,
thereby reducing the adjustment necessary after release„ This independent
responsibility can give the individual the self-confidence necessary for suc-
cessful reintegration into society . The inmate has an opportunity to plan for
life on the outside and to secure a position upon release by expanding the
potential for employment Employment opportunities are limited for some-

one with a criminal recoxd . Many employers are unwilling to hire a person
they have not seen or interviewed . Leaves for job-seeking remove this obsta-

cle to obtaining employment .

Leaves granted for medical reasons, like other types of'leaves, are
granted only upon the superintendent's approval . The department's bureau
of correctional health services should be consulted be fore deciding to grant a
leave for this puipose ., The chapter does not allow an inmate to select his or
her, own health care provider or type of treatment in lieu of the txeatment
already provided in the institution, except at the inmate's own expense ,

Note: DOC 326.03 "Leave" is sometimes called "furlough" in the institu-

tions.

Note: DOC 326 .04. This section establishes the minimum requirements
to be eligible for leaves . Simply meeting these requirements does not mean
that an inmate is entitled to leave .

Subsection (2) (a) requires that if the purpose of leave is an employment
interview to contact a prospective employex; the inmate must be within 6

months of reiease date or have a defexicai of less than 6 months as defined in
s DOC 30.03 (2) from the state parole commission or be living in a commu-
nity correctional center Inmates who are closest to release benefit most
from the reintegration opportunities of an employment intexview and job
whenaeleased, Inmates with a long time to serve do not .need an employ-
ment interview ,

The proximity of'parole eligibility is a prime restraint on escape, Subsec-
tion (2) (b) requires inmates serving a life sentence to be eligible for parole
before application for leave is allowed,

Subsection (2) (c) requires any Wisconsin probation or parole revocation
proceedings to be concluded before an inmate becomes eligible for leave .
Again, this requirement is to prevent escape . By requiring the process to be
complete, both the inmate and the reviewing authorities will have a clear
picture of how these proceedings will affect time to be sexved,

The possibility of escape when an inmate has substantial time left to
serve or is unsure of time because of pending proceedings was also identi-
fied in Project: Temporary Release in New York State Cor rectional Facilities,
38 Alb .. L., Rev, 691, 733-735 (1974) .

Subsection (3) requires inmates to agree to submit to certain tests upon
return to the institution or during leave to determine whether the inmate
has complied with the provisions of the leave agreement and related rules

Subsection (4) requires the consent of'the leave principals as a condition
of eligibility, Thus leave will not be granted in cases where family conflict is
likely to occur, . Such family conflict would be detrimental to reintegration .
Should a leave principal withdraw consent after leave is granted, s DOC
326 .13 (3) applies and the leave will be canceled .,

Under sub,. (5) the leave review committee must deny an applicant as
ineligible if'the request is not for one of the purposes under s . DOC 326.03
(9) If a physician says that a close family member is seriously ill, the leave
review committee has no discretion to make an additional review of this

opinion ., However, the leave review committee is not bound by the physi-
cian's opinion to grant a leave .

Note: DOC 326.05. Subsection (1) requires the reviewing authorities to
determine whether eligibility exists .

Subsection (2) makes the risk of escape a relevant cxitexion Although an
inmate who is eligible for leave is likely to be a low escape risk due to the
eligibility requirements of's,r DOC 326 .04, this subsection was adopted be-
cause leave, an unescorted and unsupervised visit to the community, offers
more freedom of movement than any previous experience the inmate has

had in the correctional system . An unescorted leave presents an opportunity

for escape . An inmate with a record of escapes may be more likely to take
advantage of this opportunity, and the committee is to consider this under

sub. (2) (a).. However, this ishot an automatic exclusion from eligibility and
should not be treated as such.,

Subsection (2) (b) allows detainers to be considered as relevant to escape
xisk, but s., DOC 302 .14 and note govern the weight to be given detainers for
purposes of the leave program, : It is not the detainer itself; but the facts
underlying it that are relevant to leave applications.,

Subsection (2) (c) gives the reviewing authorities discretion to consider
misconduct on a prior leave, Misconduct on leave is punishable through the
disciplinary procedure or in couxt. All owing a denial of a future leave based
on that misconductt prevents those inmates who have a history of violating
leave requirements from enjoying the privilege of leave . This paragraph
should encourage inmates to fo llow all the rules and conditions of leave
since failuxe to do so could jeopardize chances of future leave ,

Subsection (3) permits the disciplinary record of the inmate to be taken
into consideration . A recent serious conduct report might indicate that the
inmate is an escape risk due to poor institutional adjustment .

Subsection (4) allows the reviewing authorities to consider any facts

relevant to the puxp se of leave, DOC 326 .02 states rt .ar, the purpose of'

leave is to fulfill the correctional goals of ieintegxation . This is to be

achieved consistent with the protection of the public. The reviewing authoii-
ties must include in the decision the facts they consider to be relevant and

their reasoning as to relevan ce., Two concerns are listed that are relevant to

these purposes, but there may be othets.

In some instances, an offense may have received unusually intense pub-
licity and substantial community reaction may have been aroused. In such a
case the presence of the offender might cause negative reactions ., Subsection
(4) (a) requires the reviewing authorities to consider the likelihood of'such
severe negative community reactions If investigation reveals substantial
likelihood that the community will become aroused, then, in the be st inter-
ests of the community and of the inmate, leave should not be granted If'
investigation reveals substantial threat to the safety of'the inmate in the
community, the leave should not be granted .,
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Subsection (4) should be used only if the community reaction was or is
likely to be much greater than the usual negative reaction that occurs when
a similar offense is committed or when an offender convicted of a similar
offense visits a community. The inmate on leave will be released soon and
may return to the community very shortly

Note: DOC 326.06. Subsection (1) (a) recognizes the requirement of's.
303 .068 (4), Stats,, that a leave is restricted to the confines of the state of
Wisconsin .

Subsection (1) (b) limits the duration of leave to a period of'time neces-
sary foc' the leave.. For example, an employment interview may be completed
in one morning if it is close to the institution, or it may take several days if
great distances are involved.

Subsection (1) (c) allows the superintendent to grant one extension be-
yond the 3-day maximum fo:• a leave., This power is specifically authorized
under s ., 303 ..068 (3), Stats An extension may be granted, fox• example, if a
seriously ill family member dies while the inmate is on leave and the inmate
wants to attend the funexal . Also, an employer may request a second inter-
view with an inmate who is on leave for an employment interview .

Subsection (2) grants the superintendent discretion to impose additional
conditions on specific leaves,. Subsection (2) (a) allows the superintendent
discretion to consider conditions on movement and communication in addi-
tion to the requirements of sub . (1) (a). These conditions should be imposed
only when considered necessary to prevent an inmate from abusing the
leave., The reason for imposing a condition and the underlying facts upon
which the decision was based must be written .

Note: DOC 326.07. This section describes the procedures for obtaining a
leave. Subsection ( 1) allows either an inmate or an employe on behalf of the
inmate to apply for the leave . An employe should not apply for a leave on
behalf of an inmate if the inmate does not want the leave. The application
should be submitted far enough in advance of the desired leave date that
the PRC has ample opportunity to review the application and the inmate
has an opportunity to request review of'the decision under s DOC 326 .09

Subsection (2) describes the process of investigating leave applications
First, an employe or designee must review each application to determine
whethex' the information in the application is accurate and whether the
inmate is eligible for the leave under the criteria in s DOC 326 .05 . If the
information is inaccurate and can be corrected, the investigator should do
so. If the inmate is ineligible for the leave, there is no reason to continue
processing the application

If the inmate is found eligible fox' the leave and the infoxmation is veri-
fied, the investigation continues : The investigation's purpose is to make
sure that all information that could be relevant to the decision to grant or
deny the leave is included in the application . Investigation also protects the
public., All the inmate's assertions must be verified and the leave principals
willing to coopexate . Investigation may include contact with many outside
people, including law enforcement and criminal justice agencies and the
committing court,It also includes investigation fox'detainers ..

Subsection (3) describes the process for reviewing a leave once the inves-
tigation is complete. The leave application will be reviewed by the institu-
tfon's program review committee (PRC) . Review by the PRC ensures that
the leave is considered in conjunction with the inmate's overall adjustment
in the institution.

Subsection (5) allows the superintendent to impose leave conditions as
provided in s DOC 326 06 Having the inmate sign a statement agreeing to
the conditions ensures that the inmate knows what those conditions are .
The PRC may recommend these conditions and should make sure that the
inmate understands the conditions before the inmate signs the statemen t

Subsection (6) provides that the inmate shall be informed in writing
about the decision of the PRC to deny the request fox' a leave ox• the decision
ofthe su"pe+'i:.tendent w"nppivve or de^y ift , L^"lu a••i++̂g t h^ ac ~^ and entexia+a

on which the decision is based serves the dual purpose of helping the inmate
understand why a leave was or was not granted and facilitating review by
the superintendent ,

Subsection (7) provides that the classification chief' is notified of all
leaves . The purpose of this notification is to allow him ox• her to monitor
leave decisions fox' consistency. Its purpose is not to provide an additional

level of review of the merits of' a particular leave decision before the leave
takes place,.

Note: DOC 326 .08. Subsection (1) allows an inmate to request the su-
perintendent to review a denial of a leave., This request must be made
within 5 days of the decision to deny the leave The time limit protects the
inmate's ability to get review and also ensures that the review process does
not unnecessarily delay the leave process . The superintendent may, but
does not have to, review any procedural irregularities of the leave :eview.,
The superintendent's main task in reviewing leave applications is to decide
whether, to override the actual decision of the reviewing authorities ., The
superintendent's decision to deny a leave is fmal, .

Subsection (2) allows an inmate to request review of procedu:al irregu-
larities in the leave process by going through the inmate complaint system .
The inmate complaint system is better able to conduct an investigation of
procedural iiregularities than is the superintendent's office .

Note: DOC 326 .10. This section makes cleax' that legal custody of an
inmate on leave remains with the department, thereby avoiding confusion
about who has legal custody of the inmate if the inmate is not within the
institution.

Note : DOC 326.11 . This section fixes the responsibility for the expenses
of' a leave . A study of New York's leave program concluded that its cost was
insubstantial since inmates who participate pay their own expenses ., See
Project : Temporecry Release in New York State Correctional Facilities, 38
Alb„ L„ Rev, 691, 718-719 (1974) .. The section does not require inmates to
prepay the expenses Thus, institutions may lend money for leave to in-
mates, who then repay the loan out of future earnings .

Note: DOC 326.12. This section specifies conduct that is expressly con-
trolled while the inmate is on leave These provisions must be part of the
leave agreement so the inmate is aware of them Since the inmate is in the
legal custody of the department while on leave, sub . (2) was included to
avoid potential legal problems associated with these activities . Violation of'
any of the provisions of s., DOC 326 12 may subject an inmate to the sanc-
tions under• s, DOC 326 .13 „

Note : DOC 326.13. DOC 32613 provides sanctions for escape or miscon-
duct while an inmate is on leave, and for withdrawal of the consent of a
leave paincipal .

Under sub, (1) an inmate may be treated as an escapee if'that inmate
leaves the area designated in the leave agreement or if the inmate fails to
return from leave,'Since an inmate is in the custody of'the department, a
violation of this subsection is an "intentional escape from custody" under s,.
946.42 (3), Stats.,, as affected by chs 173, 354, and 418, laws of 1977. This
escape could be prosecuted as a new offense.

Subsections (2) and (3) are sanctions for misconduct, other than escape,
while the inmate is on leave, These provisions include possible institution

discipline under ch, . DOC 303, program review under• ch„ DOC 302, or,

cancellation-of leave. Subsection (3) also gives the superintendent the right
to cancel leave when a leave principal requests it . Since consent of the leave
principal is necessary to grant leave, withdrawal of consent must result in

cancellation. Cancellation as a result of'the withdrawal of consent of a leave
principal is not necessarily fox' misconduct. For example, an employex may
be called away on urgent business and be unable to keep an interview
appointment, or a family member, may become unable or unwilling to act as
a leave piincipal.

Note: DOC 326.14 The record-keeping requirements for the leave pro-
gram are outlined in this section . One objective of'record-keeping is to
permit evaluation of the progxam as structured by these xules .,

Subsection (2) requires that a monthly listing of inmates granted leave
be compiled and submitted to the division of adult institutions ., This ensures

that adequate records about the number of' leaves granted we maintained
so the .a.epo ^ :tmcntca++ comply ":4+4+e :eq: : o+++c:tSOfs„303 .A6Q(3),etat8.,

Note: DOC 326.15 . Since an inmate is in the legal custody of the depart-
ment and participating in an authorized correctional program while on
leave, s, DOC326 .,16 requires that the inmate be given full ciedit toward his
or her sentence fox' this time,. (See s., DOC 302.21 and note regaxrling sen-
tence computation .)
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